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Abstract: Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is an enabling technology that brings together
automated network service management and corresponding virtualized network functions that use an
NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) framework. The Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM) placement
in a large-scale distributed NFV deployment is therefore a challenging task due to the potential
negative impact on performance and operating expense cost. The VNFM assigns Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) and operates efficiently based on network demands with resilient performance
through efficient placement techniques. The degradation in performance and a tremendous increase
in capital expenditure and operating expenses indicated this chaotic problem. This article proposed a
method for VNFM placement using information on the resources of each nodes’ Element Manager
(EM), which is an efficient method to assign VNFs to each node of element management systems.
In addition, this paper proposed an Optimized Element Manager (OEM) method for looking at
appropriate EMs for the placement of VNF through periodic information on available resources. It
also overcomes challenges such as delays and variations in VNFs workload for edge computing
and distributed cloud regions. The performance is measured based on computations performed on
various optimization algorithms such as linear programming and tabu search algorithms. The advent
of the new service provisioning model of BGP-EVPN for VXLAN is materialized by integrating VTS
with OpenStack. The numerical analysis shows that the proposed OEM algorithm gives an optimal
solution with an average gap of 8%.
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1. Introduction

Publisher’s Note: MDPI stays neutral

The telecommunication network carriers have started to move toward Network Function Virtualiztion (NFV) and Software-Defined Networks (SDN) technologies. The architectural design of NFV is meant to deliver new services more efficiently and scale the network
effectively [1]. The NFV and 5G/6G network work together for future generation networks
establishment by virtualizing the 5G/6G network infrastructure for effective management
and optimization [2]. When 5G/6G-based network slicing is enabled for the establishment
of a distributed cloud, that helps in creating flexible and programmable networks as per
users’ future demands. Applying the distributed cloud to an NFV technology enables
5G/6G virtualization, which separates a physical network into multiple virtual networks,
which would support various telecom based packet–core radio access networks, leading
to greater benefits in the resilience, fault-tolerance, and scalability of the network [3]. The
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) network routing mishap creates a social impact in articulating this kind of crypto-sensitive problem that has a symmetric role in publishing this
future generation telecommunication network research article in the Symmetry section
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of the Journal of Computer and Engineering Science that is best available for relevant areas
of research and community forums. The research article is also best suited for symmetry,
as it contains volumes on mathematical models, simulation with experimental outcomes,
conclusions and results that best demonstrate the novelty of a scientific research article.
Symmetry Basel played a major part in providing research publications in the computer
networks section that range from first generation networks to sixth generation networks.
There is a lot happening in the field of telecommunication network establishment and deployment. The symmetry extended its future plan of automated network management with
the help of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques. The future
work of the proposed system mentioned in this article will inherit the AI/ML techniques
such as reinforcement learning, deep queue learning, and neural networks for zero touch
network automation.
The future 5G and 6G networks tend to offer a great flexibility to the network operators
with regard to allocation of speed, coverage, and the capacity of various use cases [4]. In
real time, the operators have to program their networks for the introduction of new services
rather than manual configuration [5]. This adaptability is a key factor for the end users
where there is variation in demands from providing a consistent state transition for storagebased distributed systems [6]. Globally, the data traffic has grown at a faster rate with
the rapid deployment of 5G/6G networks. Although the service providers have already
started to virtualize their packet core networks, the due benefits of 5G/6G is reaped with
the horizontal breaking of NFV silos in a telco cloud to achieve the efficiency in deploying
new services with mobile edge computing and network slicing features for end-to-end
orchestration of services for 5G mobile system [7].
NFV decouples Network Functions (NFs) from generic hardware appliances and
runs them as software Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) in Virtual Machines (VMs) [8].
The NFs are the building blocks positioned inside a network infrastructure that include
interfaces. It enables virtualization, and VNFs are executed in Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) hardware servers within the data centers [9]. The VNFs workload management
has created a great buzz in the field of telecommunication for various complex network
functions with the availability of necessary optimization tools and frameworks [10]. The
prior work discusses various VNF Manager (VNFM) placement techniques with an elastic
search model for minimizing the Capital Expenditure (CapEx) and Operational Expenditure
(OpEx) cost. A mixed integer linear programming model is used for solving the VNF service
chain composition problem [11]. This problem is addressed using a non co-operative game
theory model for the privacy preservation of VNF management in polynomial time and
security of computing environments [12]. The game theory model focuses on resource
distribution among the interaction between users demand and service availability. The
Markov chain optimization method is used for the dynamic placement of VNF [13]. The
focus is on VNFM placement that could minimize CapEx and OpEx without compromising
on the performance requirements.
The advancement in scaling up faster central processing units and methods to achieve
an efficient packet processing in software has spurred NFV [14]. During NFV deployment,
an operations network sets up an NFV Infrastructure (NFVI), which best describes the
hardware and software components on which virtual components are built. The VNFM is
responsible for the Life Cycle Management (LCM) of virtual instances [15]. LCM refers a
set of functions required to instantiate, maintain, and terminate a network service or a VNF.
The purpose of VNFM is to collect the personal information of a virtualized resource from
NFVI and VNF indicators from the Element Managers (EMs) or VNF instances [16]. The
EM manages the VNFs in the NFV framework as represented in Figure 1. The problem in
optimal placement of the VNFM component in a distributed environment is new, and it is
described as a VNFM Placement Problem (VNFM-PP).
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Figure 1. NFV architectural framework.

The telecom network management system-based VNFM placement is considered for
several heuristic approaches in a distributed platform, and its evaluation gave better results.
The European Telecommunication Standards Institute is a consortium of service providers
meant for developing a suitable cloud-based platform (i.e., openstack cloud computing
platform) to host VNFs (i.e., firewalls, routers, switches), and operators are trying to integrate NFV into openstack [17]. Development and operation is meant for automating
the orchestration services and built tools for managing resources using Application Programming Interface (API). This results in a tremendous uplift of moving the infrastructure
to the cloud data centers’. The NFVI Point-of-Presence (PoP) controls the distribution
of software instances that result in an increase of NFVI performance with reduction of
VNFM placement CapEx and OpEx. To deliver an optimized VNFM placement, the Virtual
Topology System (VTS) increases resource prediction for Virtual Extensible Local Area
Networks (VXLAN) overlay, provisioning a switch of the networking layer inside the
data centers’ programmable fabric [18]. The progression of VNFs in the cloud-optimized
environment brings in attractive automation capabilities of cloud computing and Internet
of Things platforms and sets a new standard within the telecommunications industry [19].
The on-demand scaling of VNF helps with the accommodation of hardware appliances
whenever there is an increase in load. The major contributions of this article are as follows:
•

•

•

The existing algorithms such as ILP, Greedy and TSA have not considered VNF
characteristics based on the total volume of resources and have a major problem of poor
efficiency in the VNFM placement. This paper proposes a node EM calculation method
for assigning VNF with periodic information about resources and characteristics before
assigning VNF.
The formulation of the problem is termed as VNFM-PP, and it proposed an OEM
algorithm for dynamic VNFM placement decisions. The placement uses Monte Carlo
estimation for the proposed OEM algorithm instead of calculating the theoretical
expectation as in existing static approaches.
The proposed OEM algorithm supports a Border Gateway Protocol–Ethernet Virtual
Private Network (BGP-EVPN) control plane system for provisioning VXLAN overlays
for placing the VNFM component.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the prior work.
Section 3 presents the problem statement on telecommunication-based network management based on infrastructure VNFM placement. Section 4 presents the proposed OEM
algorithm for VNFM placement. Section 5 presents the performance evaluation of the
proposed algorithm. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.
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2. Related Work
In the NFV paradigm, traditional middleboxes are managed as single modules of
software programmed to perform the role of a particular VNF [20]. This transformation
helps to adapt and capitalize on specific goals such as speed and efficiency enhancement.
The virtualization is meant to transform the traditional computing, making it efficient in
managing workloads [21]. During network traffic, in applying the policy or providing
network services to traffic, it needs to undergo a particular sequence of VNFs called
a service chain [22]. This transformation is possible only through the consolidation of
different VNFs in standard general-purpose computers (servers, storage devices, compute),
which can be located either in data centers or network nodes [23]. In order to improve
resource utilization, two main factors are considered: the initial thing is to consider the
Fundamental Resource Overheads (FROs) incurred by instantiating VNFs in servers [24].
The existing work focuses on the VNF placement problem for mapping service function
chaining of resources in cloud networks.
The FROs are considered, and past researchers mathematically formulated the resource
optimization and guaranteed delay in the VNF placement problem, which is said to be
NP-hard. To solve this problem, they devise a polynomial-time approach called TwoPhase Optimization Solution (TPOS) [25]. The releasing of redundant VNF instances with
varying network load could save more server resources and improves resource utilization.
A detailed analysis and evaluation of TPOS was conducted; for large-scale problems, it
guarantees the delay requirements and outperforms benchmarks in terms of server resource
consumption, activation and utilization. The optimal location determination of VNF and
VM was determined, and they also focused on the VPS-CD problem as an MILP and
proposed a cost-efficient VPS Scheme (CE-VPS) to minimize the cost of VNF placement
and scheduling to deploy VNFs in a public cloud [26]. The MILP minimizes the cost
computationally for large networks with the development of an efficient heuristic algorithm.
The ILP based Power-aware and Delay-constrained joint VNF placement and Routing
(PD-VDR) problem is formulated [27]. The problem is addressed based on the consideration
of VNF processing time, which changes dynamically based on network traffic. A Holu efficient heuristic algorithm is proposed for solving a PD-VDR problem using heuristic routing
and employed a Delay Constrained Least Cost (DCLC) shortest path algorithm [28]. The
problem of dynamic VNFM placement in large-scale distributed NFV system is discussed.
A system is proposed with a generic ILP formulation that determines the number of VNFM
placement at minimum [29]. They also proposed a TSA-based meta-heuristic technique
to solve the placement problem of VNFM in both static and dynamic environments [30].
The focus is on the VNF placement problem in data center networks with guaranteed
resource optimization and resource availability [31]. They proposed a novel Joint PathVNF (JPV) backup model with affinity iterations on algorithms for the reducing the link
consumption, and performance evaluation showed that JPV improves better with network
availability [32].
The problem of service chain placement for the VNFs within the cloud is discussed
for mixed ILP for VNF allocation and network management in cloud data centers. The
proposed system comprises two new resource allocation algorithms based on genetic programming for the initial placement and scaling of VNFs to support traffic changes. The
evaluation is carried out in data centers, with an efficient utilization for both computing
resources and network configurations being managed concurrently in an openflow infrastructure. The problem of VNF placement and scheduling in a radio access network domain
is discussed, as they proposed a slice scheduling mechanism with performance isolation
between different slices, and numerical simulation shows that the proposed heuristic algorithm gave an optimal solution. In most of these related works, the coupling between
different VNFM placement interface objectives has not been addressed.
Few of the existing works deal with NFV architecture in consideration of a VNF
placement problem with multiple objectives such as network resource cost and license cost.
However, they do not provide any effective solution to optimize the cost. The existing
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scheme has not considered VNF characteristics based on the total volume of resources with
poor efficiency during VNF placement. The VNF-specific characteristics indicate that the
usage of more CPU, memory, and disk resources leads to inefficient placement of VNF.
The existing algorithms such as greedy, TSA, ILP, dynamic programming, and Djikstars’
are used for the optimal placement of VNFM. The proposed scheme is concerned with
optimized methods for VNFM placement without wasting resources. The VNF is used
to predict demands for various VNF resources, analyzing the correlations among those
resources such as CPU, memory, and disk.
The optimized VNF placement performance can be increased using ILP as the number
of nodes, VNFs to assign, complexity and computation increases with complexity. The
demerit of the ILP technique is its extendability; it is not efficient as the size of the problem
expands and cannot deal with algorithms that run exponentially. The consequent demerit
of increasing complexity is that the performance deteriorates based on optimization algorithms used in computing environments. The issues in addressing the placement of VNFM
rely either in data centers or servers inside the network. The issues are further discussed
in two different ways: Firstly, the minimal placement of VNFs increases the forwarding
cost and leads to traffic churns. Secondly, a maximum number of VNFs placement with a
decrease in forwarding cost brings stability to the network. The proposed algorithm follows
methods with optimization techniques that increases efficiency with VNFM placement.
This paper introduces an Optimized Element Manager (OEM) for VNFM placement as a
core technique in NFVI of the NFV framework.
The aim and key outcomes of this article are as follows:
•

•

•
•
•

To transform the way network operators design, manage, and deploy their network
infrastructure. Earlier, it required low latency for signal processing, wherein now,
users require higher throughput for data traffic processing.
The software instances of network functions and services are implemented in the
form of VNFs. The placement of VNFM is managed according to their demand in the
network, which dynamically changes with time.
The cloud service providers should route their application flows during VNF placement,
i.e., through a sequential ordering of VNFs specified in service function chaining.
The distributed infrastructure helps to materialize degradation in performance and
type of placement instantiated in line to a set of instances for large-scale environments.
The chaining approach determines the path traversal of VNFs that are dynamically
created, embraces a significant decrease in CapEx and OpEx for telecom operators,
and makes necessary alterations in the way network functions are developed and
deployed.

3. Problem Statement
In large-scale distributed environments, during VNF instance deployment, the VNFM
maintains VNF instances without compromising its management function performance.
However, VNFs are initiated on a demand basis and scaled elastically for effective maintenance. The number of VNFM adoption is based on VNF instances deployment for optimal
performance [15]. A telecom network-based VNFM management of the NFV ecosystem
challenge is addressed for enhancing the NFVI dynamism and efficiency. This function
faces challenges such as delays and variations in VNFs workload. The significance in
VNFM placement affects the overall system performance and operational cost. The various
cost considerations are listed in a summary of key notations, as shown in Table 1:
In a telecom-based NFV ecosystem, the VNFM is a key component. The placement of
VNFM becomes critical, as cost and performance optimization are needed for NFV systems,
and so, the placement issue is labeled as VNFM-PP. Hence, we determine the placement
function c∗ eφ such that
P(c) = minc∈φ P(c)
where P(c) is a criterion function [25]. The computational placement has been represented
as placement P(c) = P1, P2. . . .Pk; let V (Cn, Cq) denote a set of virtual computes, and the
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corresponding interconnection between these computes happens through overlays, which
is expressed as O(Cn, Cq). The hardware overlay provisioning that happens in L3 fabric
using Spine-Leaf (SL) topology results in global error placement can be expressed as:
P(c) =

∑cn ,cq ∈ c minv(Cn ,Cq ) d(O(Cn , Cq , V ))

3.1. Capital Expenditure Cost (CapEx)
Four different computational cost evaluation parameters have been considered for our
CapEx, as shown below.
3.1.1. PoPs Site Components Cost (C site (t))
The PoPs site components cost is calculated by representing the number of computing resources allocated for a data center and by calculating the cost of its size for every
individual VM, as shown in Equation (1).
C site (t) =

nd c
∗ ∗ ns
s
d

(1)

Table 1. Summary of key notations.
Symbols

Description

nd
ns
d
s
C
Csd
C f ti
sdnc
nsdnc
Ond
rs
yr
Yc
dkw
Ckw
Y
ns
w
hrs
S
nh f
df
f lt
f ft
chr
ns f
ats f
ncc
ct pc
dt pc
ncr

Number of devices
Number of sites
Device
Site
Cost
Cost of software development
Cost of first time installation
SDN ontroller
Number of SDN controllers
Number of devices
Rackspace (m2 )
Yearly rent
Yearly consumption
Device in kW
Cost in kW
Year
Number of shifts
wage (m2 )
Hours
Shift
Number of hardware failures
Distance to failure (in km)
Failure location time
Time to fix the failure
Cost of hardware replacement
Number of software failures
Avg time to fix a software failure
Number of connections to be configured
Configuration time per connection
Documentation time per connection
Number of connections to be reconfigured
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3.1.2. SDN Components Cost (C sdn (t))
The overall cost for performing an SDN computation is mentioned in Equation (2).
It is incurred with the number of SDN controllers and the cost required for an individual
SDN controller.
c
C sdn (t) = nsdnc ∗
(2)
sdnc
3.1.3. Installation Cost (Cinst (t))
The installation cost includes physical hardware resources required for performing
compute, storage and network operations in an infrastructure medium for setting up
networking services. The cost of software development and first-time installation bind
together to obtain an average cost, which gives the total cost spent on installation as shown
in Equation (3).
Cinst (t)) = Csd + C f ti
(3)
3.2. Operational Expenditure Cost (OpEx)
Four different operational cost component evaluating parameters have been considered to define our OpEx, which are described below.
3.2.1. Continuous Cost of Infrastructure (Cin f ra (t))
The continuous cost of infrastructure is exemplified in managing the infrastructural
components such as compute, storage and network by inhibiting several cost parameters
such as the controller, network devices and rackspace as represented in Equation (4).
Cin f ra (t) = Ond ∗ rs(m2 ) ∗

yr
Yc
c
+ nd ∗
∗ kw
dkw Yr
rs(m2 )

(4)

3.2.2. Cost of Maintenance and Repair (C main (t))
The cost of maintenance and repair characterizes several parameters for hardware
failures as shown in Equation (5) that includes distance, time, wage, software and hardware
replacement and time taken to fix these parameters.
C main (t) = ns ∗

hr
s

yr

∗




w  ncc
w
c
w
w
+ nh f ∗ d f ∗
+ f lt ∗
+ f ft ∗
+ chr + ns f ∗ ats f
+
hr
km
hr
hr
hr
yr

(5)

3.2.3. Cost of Service Provisioning (C serprov (t))
The service provisioning cost is exemplified by calculating the time taken for a service
to be reconfigured in a particular year and the service connection establishment time being
represented in hours as shown in Equation (6).

w
w  ncr
C serprov (t) = ct pc ∗
+ dt pc ∗
+
hr
hr
yr

(6)

3.2.4. Cost of Service Management (C sermgnt (t))
The cost of service management characterizes the configuration and management time
in Equation (7). It is being represented in hours required for establishment of the service
and managing of resources.
C sermgnt (t) = ct pc ∗

w
w
+ dt pc ∗
hr
hr

(7)
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The sum of the weighted cost of CapEx and OpEx is expressed in Equation (8), where Nc
is the number of PoPs per km2 . The total number of PoPs site cost per km2 , where CapEx
and OpEx are the cost per data center, and i is the interest rate defined for y years:
eTotal =

Nc
2

km

CapEx


i (1 + i ) y
+ OpEx
y
(1 + i ) − 1

(8)

The software-based VNF instances spun across geographically distributed areas using
NFVI-PoPs that result in an increase of NFVI performance and thereby reducing the CapEx
and OpEx costs during VNFM placement. The EM helps in the functional management
of VNFs using proprietary interfaces. The placement function is not handled by a single
component in an NFV framework. The communication between functional blocks (NFVI,
VNFM, VIM) happens through VNF instances. The full architectural framework depicts
both the functional blocks and the main reference points between these blocks. Hence,
for the optimal VNFM placement, VTS increases prediction of the resource requirements
of each component for VXLAN overlay management and provisioning system for data
center networks. We proposed an algorithm termed as OEM, which will be foreseen as a
contending model in comparison to Greedy, ILP and TSA. Existing algorithms have the
potential to resolve the scaling of VNFs based on traffic changes. It is traditionally used to
optimize VNFM placement based on VNF allocation and network management in cloud
data centers.
4. Proposed OEM Approach
This article proposed a method for VNFM placement using information about the
resources of each nodes’ EM, which is an efficient method for assigning VNFs to each
node of an element management system. In addition, an Optimized Element Management
(OEM) algorithm is devised for looking at appropriate EM for the placement of VNF
through periodic information about resources. The proposed OEM Algorithm 1 accounts
for the placement of VNFM in distributed NFV environments. The proposed algorithm
and its activities are listed as follows: (1) Mapping the infrastructure components to their
respective VNFs software switches in L3 fabric and Virtualized software VXLAN overlay
provisioning of the BGP-EVPN component using RR. (2) For Cloud-based deployment,
the OpenStack open-source cloud platform can impose the NFV-Cloud-based data center
networking to provide customized services. (3) East–west traffic shaping using neutron
networking component. With these approaches, the proposed OEM reduces the overall
computational cost to control the CapEx and OpEx involved in VNFM placement.
4.1. OEM Algorithm for Mapping Compute and VXLAN Overlay Provisioning of BGP-EVPN
The integration of Compute Components C1, C2, and C3 with conditional expectations
are calculated using the Monte Carlo method for our proposed OEM algorithm. Our OEM
framework is examined using exponential distribution. In an OpenStack project, Virtual
Machines VM1, VM2, and VM3 are associated with the respective Switches S1, S2, and
S3, incurring VLAN_ID and VNI_ID to it. The VMs are independent random variables
that follow an exponential distributions with terms φ1 , φ2 , and φ3 , respectively. Based on
our proposed OEM algorithm, we simulate (vn f 11 0j , j = 1, ..., m) and (vn f 21 0j , j = 1, ..., m)
based on
0
f vm1 (vm1 ) = φ10 e−φ1 vm1
0

f vm2 (vm2 ) = φ20 e−φ2 vm2 .
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The revised computational cost for evaluating OEM (BGP-EVPN) algorithm operations are
computed in Equation (9) for multiple EMs with ‘n’ number of computations Cn performed
on ‘n’ number of VMs.

E (Cn (vmn ))| X = xi

0



=

0

0

0 0 −φ3 ( xi −vmn 1 j−vmn 2 j)
∑m
j=1 (− vmn 1 ) φ3 e
0

0

0

0 −φ3 ( xi −vmn 1 j−vmn 2 j)
∑m
j=n φ3 e

(9)

Algorithm 1 OEM Algorithm
Input The set ‘N’ of Compute Components (C), Virtual Network Functions (VNFs),
Switches (S), VLAN_ID, VNI_ID
Output Mapping Computes in ‘N’ that are assigned to multiple switches in
L3 Fabric
1: Set end ← false and field ← φ;
2: while !end and C(n)6 = φ do
3:
msg ← setting up the system from Compute node ‘N’
4:
if msg = “out-of-sync commit” then
5:
n ← enter the DHCP server IP address;
6:
if Sct ≤ Scn , ∀ p ∈ ρ then
7:
n ← enter the Any Cast Gateway Mac address;
8:
Accept: disable synchronize config feature in network inventory
9:
d:Scn = Scn − Sct ∀ p ∈ ρ
10:
VM1 is assigned to component (C1, S1 (VLAN 100), VNI 5000)
11:
else if Sct ≤ Scn − Sct − | f ield|ρ andc ∈ C (n) then
12:
for each n’ with n ∞ d, n’ do do
13:
Sends a rejected message to n’ then
14:
VM2 is assigned to components (C2, S2 (VLAN 200), VNI 5000)
15:
Reject: enter default range for VLAN pools in the start and end fields
16:
Update resources of d:
17:
Sct = Scn + Sct ∀ p ∈ ρ
18:
end for
19:
else
20:
Sends a rejected message to components Cn ;
21:
end if
22:
end if
23:
if msg = “stop” then
24:
end ← true;
25:
end if
26: end while
4.2. Integrating VTS Use Case with OpenStack
The Virtual Topology System (VTS) is a use case designed for provisioning and managing the overlay networks automatically. It is suitable for standard-based protocols such
as BGP-EVPN and VXLAN for automated overlay provisioning in fabric automation to
reduce the complexity in data center operations and increase the agility of multi-cloud
environments. In OpenStack, we have projects, and once we create a project in OpenStack,
that information is captured via a plugin API and VTS recognizes it. Project A translates
into a Tenant A within VTS, and the VTS created Tenant A as a canvas. So, within the
OpenStack project A, we have created two networks, as shown in Figure 2. The moment
we create the network in the OpenStack project, that information is sent to VTS by Rest API,
and then VTS immediately assigns resources from its pool of resources automatically; i.e.,
Network N1 is assigned with VNI 5000, and Network N2 is assigned with VNI 5001. This
assignment is done automatically, it is seamless and there is no user interaction required.
Until this point, we are not provisioning anything in the switches. When we place a VNF
and attach it to the network, nova performs network computation, and it identifies that
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VNF1 should now be placed on component C1; at this time, the port attachment will be
propagated to VTS. It now knows that VNF1 is placed in C1; it looks into its topology
database and identifies that C1 is connected to S1 and Ethernet port E1/1. So, it automatically start provisioning more resources and consequently identifies that VNF1 is on C1,
which is connected to S1 and it assigns VLAN 100 on S1 and associates it with VNI 5000
that is assigned to that network. VTS uses Nexus API that will provision the VNI on the
switch S1 and also provisions VLAN 100 on Ethernet E1/1 in the southbound direction.
The sequential activity of VXLAN overlay provisioning for VTS integration with
OpenStack as mentioned in Figure 3 is as follows: If VNF1 from C1 reaches VTS, and VTS
provides VLAN 100 as feedback to the NA, and NA provisions VLAN 100 on the OvS. The
OvS has to know to which VLAN the VNI belongs, so the NA reaches out to VTS for the
VLAN information. The service mapping for VLAN is configured to VLAN 100 and switch
s1 via VNI 5000 in the VXLAN segment. Whenever we provision the second VNF2 on the
same network, the port attachment will be propagated to VTS, and it assumes that nova
places the VNF in C2. The VXLAN segment is set up between the two switches, and the
peering information from RR and the BGP peer is set up automatically. There is no manual
intervention required from the user to set up the control plane to manage the host, and the
reliability within the fabric could be achieved seamlessly.

Figure 2. OpenStack Integration with Virtual Topology System.
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Figure 3. Sequence activity for VXLAN Overlay Provisioning.

In OpenStack, we can go ahead to provision a router and attach its interfaces to the two
networks for VXLAN VNF communication, as represented in Figure 4. This information
is propagated to VTS via plugins and VTS now goes and provisions a distributed L2 and
L3 gateway on every switch that is part of the two networks. Moreover, VTS goes over
to the provision switched virtual interface, Any cast Gateway MAC_ADDR, Gateway
IP_ADDR on every switch. In effect, we are setting up an L3 VXLAN segment that spans
across all these switches with a new VNI 6000, and it has another VLAN ID 500 that is
auto provisioned as an L3 VXLAN segment, so the network can talk to each other. Since
VM3 belongs to the [20.20.20/24] network, in the VTEP, [20.20.20.1] is accessible to VM3
locally. At the same time, VM1 and VM2 belong to network1, the gateway attached to gate1
[10.10.10.1] and the same gateway will also be attained at Switch2. By this, any VM at Net1
that needs to communicate with VM3 in Net2 will now be able to communicate across the
VXLAN segment between the two networks.

Figure 4. Sequence activity for VXLAN VNF Communication.
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4.3. Management of Traffic Traversal in OpenStack Neutron Network
The OpenStack neutron API, a virtual Network Interface Card (NIC) for providing network as a service (i.e., between interface devices) uses three main networks, as mentioned in
Figure 5. To start with the Management network, it takes care of managing communication
between the nodes, and the communication happens via Ethernet. In contrast, the provider
network takes care of external communication from the instance, and it uses a Linux
bridge+VLAN mechanism and lastly self-service or VMnet, which take care of the tenant
network by using Linux bridge+VXLAN. The Linux network consists of multiple VMs, and
KVM is used as a hypervisor, and these VMs are connected via a Linux bridge with several
switches such as firewall, VLAN, and VXLAN. VLAN is meant for a provider network
that uses a public IP for communicating with the external sources. In contrast, VXLAN is
intended for a self-service network that uses private IP for internal communications.

Figure 5. Open Networking Architecture for NFV Infrastructure.

5. Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the OEM algorithm performance. The result obtained after
evaluation is compared to first fit greedy algorithms such as TSA and ILP. NFV performance
management involves the process of monitoring the NFV performance. A critical challenge
in monitoring is to ensure that network performance remains as good as a purpose-built
hardware. Two of the most common performance management tools are network performance management and application performance management. An initial obstacle
occurs with a visibility gap during NFV deployment as the network management tool
runs operations in a periodic manner, where the tools provide visibility to all of these
interdependencies. The next challenge is in adapting NFV to the network performance
tools that start interacting with the digital infrastructure and orchestration services. The
carrier network design choices have a significant impact on the network performance and
cost. Critical design choices are categorized into four areas based on the functional design
of NFVI architecture; it can be listed as the packet-forwarding method, data-center design,
hardware choices, and software efficiency.
The proposed OEM algorithm is implemented with a Monte Carlo estimation model
and solved using CPLEX Optimization Studio V12.6.3. These greedy algorithms assess
the VNF dynamic sequence on VNFM placement operations. The CPLEX is constructed
as a baseline in order for the evaluation of the proposed OEM algorithm for large-scale
deployment. The TSA and ILP algorithms iterate on a set of VNF and its instances. During
the initial iteration process, the VNF instance is assigned to first VNFM with its adequate
capacity requirements. The NFVI-PoPs changes the constraints in a capacity that satisfies
with VNF-PP constraints.
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5.1. Simulation Tool
The simulation for evaluating OEM is carried out in connecting to the servers of
Cloudlab.us, where eight servers are connected together as a chain in a network service
function testbed. The data plane development kit is preliminary for performing any kind of
traffic steering operation. OpenNetVM Speed Tester NF is a tool which evaluates realistic
traffic loads in the management layer with machines of eight 10 Gbps NIC ports. Our
goal in this setup is to send traffic from nodes 2 to 10. The bridging between the initiator
node1 to executor node11 happens using NIC ports. So, the intermediate nodes from 2
to 10 will act as transparent middle boxes, which is useful for chaining servers. When
the web traffic is initiated from node1, a chain of activities happens, which helps in traffic
steering activities until before the traffic reaches the descendant node12. Speed tester NFs
can automatically balance the traffic across two NFs, which thereby results in the consistent
delivery of network services and improves the performance of up to 68 Gbps in comparison
to major network speed testers such as Iperf, PRTG network monitor and Wireshark.
5.2. OpenStack Testbed Experimental Setup
Our testbed uses the private cloud that runs on the OpenStack opensource cloud
computing platform. The deployment of VMs is carried out using Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7, and the whole experiment follows OpenStack Ocata release. Initially, we performed
VLAN (switch) configuration by configuring VLAN elements (VLAN_ID, VLAN_Name)
and later assigned IP to VLAN. For our experiment, we used rackserver in which rack 1 is
meant for nova compute services. Rack 2 consists of neutron networking controller services.
Finally, rack 3 is used for storage services (object swift, block cinder). It uses OVS as a
hypervisor agent which acts as a software switch for managing the VMs. A summary list
of simulation parameters and values are displayed in Table 2. The physical interconnection
between OpenStack use case happens via a hardware switch that has management, selfservice and provider networks. The OpenStack experiment results in minimal production
of overlay traffic for self-service networks that best route the traffic via the management
network instead of a dedicated network.
Table 2. OpenStack Testbed Simulation Summary.
Parameters
Rack Servers
Rack 1 (Nova Compute)
Rack 2 (Neutron Controller)
Rack 3 (Storage)

Values
Processor

Memory

Storge

1
1
1

2 GB
4 GB
32 GB

10 GB
5 GB
100 GB

5.3. Performance Analysis
The optimality is achieved by calculating the total incurred cost in our proposed OEM
algorithm with comparison of the two existing ILP and TSA algorithms. The performance
is measured based on cost metrics for obtaining the total incurred cost within 10 time
slots, as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6a, the ILP algorithm tends to consolidate the node
utilization of resources and reduce the active nodes, as the operational cost values tend to
be lowest. In consideration from time slots 7 to 9, the OEM operational cost is lower in
comparison to ILP as the cost of ILP increases. In Figure 6b, the analysis of traffic cost clearly
shows that TSA incurs the lowest traffic cost and it involves lot of active nodes. Although
TSA looks not so promising at first comparison, it obtains better results with traffic cost
comparison. In Figure 6c, the capital cost comparison proves that our proposed OEM
algorithm obtains the lowest CapEx with a good marginal ratio with the changed workload
compared with ILP and TSA. In Figure 6d, in 10 time slots, OEM reduces 21.3% and 10.4%
of the total cost been compared with ILP and TSA algorithms, respectively. Lastly, OEM
demonstrated the optimal way of procuring the network traffic cost, CapEx cost and OpEx
cost. The prefetched result signifies that our proposed algorithm is efficient in element
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management with NFV-based VNFM placement with better optimality in comparison to
ILP and TSA algorithms.

Figure 6. Evaluation of the total incurred cost within 10 time slots (a) OpEx cost evaluation, (b) Network traffic cost evaluation, (c) CapEx cost evaluation and (d) Total cost evaluation

5.4. Algorithmic Performance Analysis
The test bed for our experimental setup is composed of a server with an Intel Core
Xeon processor with 128 GB variant memory. The total execution time of the OEM algorithm
in comparison to the baseline CPLEX optimizer is represented in Table 3. The complexity
of the proposed OEM algorithm time complexity is O(nlogn), as it involves Monte Carlo
estimation as the placement problem is said to be NP-Hard. A better solution for the VNFM
placement problem is carried out as VNFM can either proactively or reactively respond to
VNF status updates in the network and perform management operations in comparison to
other optimization algorithms such as ILP and TSA based on the delay in the performance
of the modeling network. The performance evaluation is measured by evaluating the
quality of the solution derived from comparison with the existing Greedy, ILP and TSA
algorithms based on CPLEX. The OEM algorithm analysis with e = 1 and e = 20 clearly
shows that the OpEx cost corresponds to optimality with an average that remains smaller
than 8% for 8, 16 and 24 PoPs. The result shows that our proposed OEM algorithm is faster
for many of the dynamic VNF class parameters where the total execution time is greater
than one second.
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Table 3. Average execution time.
Experiment Parameters

Execution Time (s)

NFVI-PoPs

VNFs

e

CPLEX

OEM
Algorithm

8
8
8
8
8
8
16
16
24
24

100
100
200
200
500
500
500
500
500
500

1
20
1
20
1
20
1
20
1
20

2.9
0.25
3.10
4.22
448.30
61.20
44286
61.80
∞
∞

0.37
0.29
0.77
0.49
1.72
1.54
2.34
1.32
1.66
1.37

5.5. Bandwidth Optimization in EMs
The optimization in the placement of VNFM is addressed in our proposed OEM
algorithm with comparison to existing ILP, and TSA algorithms. The performance is
measured based on the criterion function, as it includes two metrics: the compute resource
cost and LCM cost. The bandwidth consumption of LCM is bigger than the e value, and
the placement is favored in minimizing the LCM cost, as represented in Table 4.
Table 4. Average execution time.
Parameter

VNF C1

VNF C2

VNF Indicators
Performance Metrics
Max delay b/w VNFM, EM
Max delay b/w VNFM &
NFVO
Traffic collection of VNFM
B/W used b/w VNFM &
NFVO
B/W used b/w VNFM & VIM
B/W used b/w VNFM &
VNF/EM

25
50
25 ms

10
20
50 ms

60 ms

70 ms

20 ms

50 ms

0.32 MB/h

0.12 MB/h

1.18 MB/h

0.56 MB/h

1.54 MB/h

0.42 MB/h

The uniformity in bandwidth cost over communication links in NFVI-PoPs translates
the additional placement of VNFM on NFVI for managing VNF instances. This placement
method reduces the overall traffic on the communication links and will be circulated to
NFVI-PoP without incurring any cost. The evaluation in Figure 7 describes the number
of VNFM placed on NFVI, in relation to the number of VNF instances for 8, 16 and 24
NFVI-PoPs with consideration to e = 1 and e = 20. There is a steady rise in the number
of VNFM, if e = 20 is being compared to e = 1. Digging deeper, we observed that the
additional VNFMs allocated are of compute C1 type. In our evaluation, the VNF instances
with compute C1 utilizes more bandwidth in comparison to C2 VNF instances. Overall,
our OEM algorithm significantly outperforms Greedy, ILP, and TSA with average gaps that
are smaller than 8%.
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Figure 7. Number of VNFMs placed in the NFVI with respect to the number of VNF instances:
(a) 8 PoPs, (b) 16 PoPs and (c) 24 PoPs with e = 1 and e = 20.

5.6. Distributed Large-Scale Deployment
Figure 8 represents the total operational cost for the OEM, ILP, TSA and Greedy
solutions in consideration of both VNFM-based generic and specific architecture options for
e = 1 and e = 20, respectively. In the generic approach, the two distinct sets of VNFMs are
placed for managing compute classes C1 and C2. The utilization rate is relatively small, as
the compute classes for the number of VNF instances leave many VNFMs with unutilized
capacity, leading to resource wastage. Whenever a generic VNFM is adopted, the VNF
instances are managed by a single set of VNFMs. This indeed results in maximizing the
VNFMs capacity utilization and placement of fewer VNFMs. For the dynamic VNFM
placement, the over-provisioning of the VNF instances problem is solved with 225 VNF
instances for every VNF class. The figure reports the PoPs locations as per the VNFM
architectural options. However, we use the same number of VNF instances to be placed on
NFVI for 8, 16, and 24 PoPs. The differences between these PoPs are already experimented
with results of average execution time as shown in Table 3. The dynamic placement involves
the sum of VNFM compute resource cost and LCM cost. The performance gain in dynamic
VNFM placement in a distributed environment is calculated based on the comparison of
numerical results between OEM and comparative algorithms with dynamic placement
scenarios for 8, 16, and 24 PoPs. The numerical results confirm that the quality of the
solutions obtained from the OEM algorithm is significantly higher than other algorithms
by 36.34% to 164.8%. The superiority of dynamic VNFM placement emerges by its ability
to adapt to the system based on its workloads.
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Figure 8. Total cost for OEM, ILP, TSA, and Greedy solutions for: (a) 8 PoPs, (b) 16 PoPs and
(c) 24 PoPs with e = 1 and e = 20 for the VNFM architectural options: generic and VNF-specific.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This article formulates the telecommunication network-based NFV element management system for edge computing and distributed cloud NFV environments. There is an
adverse degradation in performance and persistent rise in CapEx and OpEx when managing an NFV ecosystem. To overcome the above-mentioned issue, we have proposed an
OEM algorithm for BGP-EVPN control plane-based VXLAN overlay provisioning for the
VNFM placement on NFVI-PoPs. The advent of the new service provisioning BGP-EVPN
model for VXLAN is materialized by integrating VTS with OpenStack. The numerical
analysis shows that the OEM algorithm gives high-quality solutions, with an average gap
of 8% in obtaining an optimal solution. The NFVI-PoP-based VNFM placement decisions
show a rapid decrease in overall operational cost. Finally, the dynamic VNFM placement
results in adapting the decisions to changes in the NFVI that lead to cost reduction with
respect to dynamic placement techniques. In the future, the proposed OEM optimization
technique for VNFM placement in the NFV framework is carried out for real-time cloudnative applications with the help of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning techniques
for VNFM placement, and its workload allocation in an autonomous way will help in
automating the NFV Infrastructure through zero touch operations.
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